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Torah Talk for Va-etchanan 5780   Deuteronomy 3:23-7:11 
 
Deut. 7:9 
    Know, therefore, that only the LORD your God is God, the steadfast God who keeps His 
covenant faithfully to the thousandth generation of those who love Him and keep His 
commandments [(wy™DtOwVxIm) a wDtOwVxIm], 10 but who instantly requites with destruction those who 
reject Him—never slow with those who reject Him, but requiting them instantly. 11 Therefore, 
observe faithfully the Instruction [h̋ÎwVxI;mAh]—the laws and the rules—with which I charge you 
today. 
9     a mlt Mss Ç„ Vrs ˇJ ut Œ 
 
Viktor Golinets, “Questions Philology Cannot Solve,” in Philology and Textual Criticism 

The alternation between ו‑ and וי ‑ has been a problem for ancient and modern students and 
editors of the Bible text. As far as the work of the ancients is concerned, different ways of 
dealing with this issue are attested in the Masoretic Bible manuscripts. The following six types 
of form attestation can be discerned … 

1.2. Plural forms written defective 
In some instances, the orthography is defective, while the context demands a plural form. 
“Heed the LORD your God and observe His commandments [‹wDtOwVxIm] and His laws, which I 

enjoin upon you this day” [Deut 27:10]. 
In Deut 7:9 and 8:2 the form ותוצמ  is furnished with the Qere ויָתֹוְצִמ . 

 
Num. 15:31 Because he has spurned the word of the LORD and violated His commandment 
[wäøtÎwVxIm], that person shall be cut off—he bears his guilt.   
 
Moshe Weinfeld, Deuteronomy, Anchor Bible 
 It seems that such conclusions were inserted by late editors who divided the 
Deuteronomic material for the liturgical recital, irrespective of the inner structure of the 
material. Thus chaps. 6–8 were divided into two: 6:1–7:11, which opens with “the command, 
the laws and judgments” and ends with the same; and 7:12–8:20, which opens with the reward 
for obeying the law ({qb ts¥m{wn) and concludes with the punishment for not obeying the law ({qb 
l} ts¥m{wn). This division ignores the literary integrity of chap. 7.   
 
Deut. 5:9 For I the LORD your God am an impassioned God, visiting the guilt of the parents upon 
the children, upon the third and upon the fourth generations of those who reject Me, 10 but 
showing kindness to the thousandth generation of those who love Me and keep My 
commandments.  
c l c Q mlt Mss Ç„ Vrs ˇJ yt— ut Ex 20,6 s c wDtOwVxIm yñérVmOvVl…w b y™AbShOaVl My¡$IpDlSaèAl ‹dRs™‹Rj a hRcñôOo◊w 
Ex. 20:5 For I the LORD your God am an impassioned God, visiting the guilt of the parents upon 
the children, upon the third and upon the fourth generations of those who reject Me, 6 but 
showing kindness to the thousandth generation of those who love Me and keep My 
commandments.  

s :y`DtOwVxIm yñérVmOvVl…w y™AbShOaVl My¡$IpDlSaAl ‹dRs‹™Rj hRcôñOo◊w 
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Deut. 5:28[31]  But you remain here with Me, and I will give you the whole Instruction 
[h¢DwVxI;mAh]—the laws and the rules—that you shall impart to them, for them to observe in the land 
that I am giving them to possess.” 
 
Ex. 24:12    The LORD said to Moses, “Come up to Me on the mountain and wait there, and I 
will give you the stone tablets with the teachings and commandments [hYÎwVxI;mAh◊w ‹h∂rwø;tAh◊w] which 
I have inscribed to instruct them.” 
 
Jeffrey Tigay, Deuteronomy, JPS Torah Commentary 
28. Instruction  Mitsvah, literally “commandment,” defined here as “the laws and the rules.” 
Deuteronomy often uses this term, in the singular, to refer to its legal corpus. 127 It functions 
more or less as a synonym of “the Teaching [torah]” (for all these terms see Comments to 1:5; 
4:1).  127  Deut. 6:1, 25; 7:11; 8:1; 11:8, 22; 15:5; 17:20; 19:9; 27:1; 30:11; 31:5. 
 
Deut. 4:1    And now, O Israel, give heed to the laws and rules that I am instructing you to 
observe, so that you may live to enter and occupy the land that the LORD, the God of your 
fathers, is giving you. 
 
laws and rules Hebrew hΩukkim and mishpatim. Moses refers to the commandments by several 
terms, usually two or more at a time. In addition to these two, he uses mitsvah, “commandment” 
(v. 2), and {edot, rendered “decrees” (v. 45). Etymologicaliy, they all have distinct meanings. 
Hukkim is derived from the root hΩ-k-k, “engrave,” and is thought to refer to engraved laws or 
decrees; it might well be rendered as “prescriptions.” Mishpatim are rules issued by a judge 
(shofet) or a ruler (also shofet). Mitsvah, from ts-v-h, “command,” is literally a “command(ment)” 
(the translation often renders it as “instruction”)… In actual usage, Moses employs the terms 
without distinction, just as English uses phrases like “rules and regulations” and “laws and 
ordinances.” 17 

 
Weinfeld, Deuteronomy, to 5:28 
28. so that I may set before you [literally, “speak to you”] all the instruction and the laws and 
rules that you shall teach them. In Exod 24:12 (Elohistic source?), on which Deuteronomy 
seems to be dependent, we read, “Go up to me on the mountain and stay there … and I will 
give you the stone tablets and the law [Torah] and the instruction (whmsΩwh) which I write to 
instruct them (lhwrtm).” Instead of Torah there, we have here hΩqym wms¥pt√ym ‘the laws and the 
rules’, and instead of lhwrtm ‘to instruct’, we have in Deuteronomy the verb lmd ‘to teach’, which 
is found in the Pentateuchal literature only in Deuteronomy (see above, in the NOTE to 4:1).
 As has already been shown by A. Dillmann (1886, pp. 268, 384), hamisΩwah here and in 
6:1, 25; 7:11; 8:1; 11:8, 22; 30:11 refers to the basic demand for loyalty, to which chaps. 5–
11 are devoted. Indeed, the misΩwah is attached to the demand for love of God, following his 
ways, serving him, and holding fast to him (11:22; 19:9; 30:11, 16). The misΩwah seems to 
correspond to the basic stipulation of allegiance known to us from the treaties, or rather loyalty 
oaths, in the ancient Near East (see Weinfeld 1972a, pp. 65–91). This understanding of 
hamisΩwah could be corroborated by Jer 32:11, which refers to the two basic parts of the 
purchase deed: hamisΩwah wehahΩuqqim ‘the basic stipulation and the specified terms of the deed’. 
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GERSONIDES: The whole Instruction—the laws and the rules. Obviously a single commandment 
can have both “laws” and “rules”; see (e.g.) Num. 9:3 and Num. 9:14 [with regard to the 
commandment to offer the Passover sacrifice], though the same words are translated there as 
“rules” and “rites.”   
 
William Propp, Exodus, Anchor Bible  2412And Y-hw-h said to Moses, “Ascend to me to the mountain and be there, that 
I may give you the stone tablets, the Direction and the command that I have written to 
direct them.” 
Direction … command. LXX plausibly takes hatto®ra® and hammisΩwa® as collectives, tantamount to 
plurals; for Vg only the second is collective. 
 
IBN EZRA: The teachings and commandments. More literally, “the Torah and the 
commandment,” which some interpret to mean, “The (written) Torah and the (oral) 
commandment.” But rightly He is speaking only about the tablets. 
 
GERSONIDES: The teachings and commandments. The stories, which are of value for developing 
the character and the intellect, and the rules by which to achieve success. 
 
SFORNO:  The teachings and commandments. The theoretical part and the practical part. 
 
Viktor Golinets, “Questions Philology Cannot Solve”  

The modern grammarian’s classification of Biblical Hebrew orthographic forms as the singular 
for ו‑ and plural for וי ‑ should be abandoned as unanchored in the texts: Although there are 
observable tendencies of writing ו‑ for singular and וי ‑ for plural, which result in accepting this as 
a “rule” in Hebrew grammatical works, the textual reality demonstrates that the form וי ‑ 
designates the plural, while the form ו‑ designates both singular and plural. The Masoretic 
treatment of the pertinent form has eliminated the morphological ambiguity, but it has also 
eliminated polysemy of expressions (cf. Deut 2:33; 33:9; 2 Kgs 13:16). In ancient Hebrew, 
there was no semantic ambiguity between the forms of the suffixed pronoun on singular and 
plural nouns because the pronoun on the singular noun was written ה‑. 

If readings with singular and plural variations are included in modern textual editions, the 
reason for this entry could only be to demonstrate exegetical possibilities and paths wandered 
by the exponents of particular traditions.  The graphic form ו‑ for the plural is sometimes 
characterised in the BHQ as a graphical error, but this assessment is misleading. 

If a modern editor wants to reconstruct a form in the text, it is advisable to reconstruct a 
defective form according to the principle in dubio pro defectivo (cf. Golinets 2010:458). The 
defective form is historically the older one and it allows two interpretations. 


